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Current approach 

in Astrobiology

“the traditional concept of 

habitable zone … is critical 

when we are searching for 

intelligent life”

Bennett & Shostak





Earth habitable if Earth were at the orbit of Venus?

Due to solar irradiation, surface temperatures on Venus are 30°C higher than on Earth.
During Cretaceous period, sea temperatures exceeded current levels by 17°C and deep sea 
temperatures were higher by 15°C to 20°C.



Venus also habitable?



Runaway Greenhouse Effect 

and 

Moist Greenhouse Effect





Earth habitable if Earth were at the orbit of Mars?







Conditions on Earth

Conditions on Mars

Conditions on Venus

Conditions on Moon





The Concept of a Habitable Zone

• Habitable zone: range of 
distances at which worlds similar 
to Earth could exist.

– Example: a region where a 
world could have liquid 
surface water

• Existing within a star's habitable 
zone is insufficient (e.g., Moon).

• Stars brighten as they age, 
causing habitable zones to evolve, 
moving outward from a star with 
time.
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Life Outside the Habitable Zone

• Life can exist outside a habitable zone.
– Mars: Pockets of subsurface liquid water heated 

by geological mechanisms could provide 
necessary conditions for life.

– Europa, Ganymede, and Enceladus provide 
evidence of liquid water heated via radioactive 
decay and tidal resonances.

– Rogue planets, orphaned worlds thrown from 
their forming protoplanetary disk, number, at 
minimum, in the billions.
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Life Outside the Habitable Zone

• An Earth-sized world with no star could 
maintain a thick hydrogen atmosphere, 
insulating planetary heat and keeping oceans 
liquid.

• Titan and its liquid ethane, methane, and 
ammonia, also give possible conditions for life 
outside the habitable zone, expanding the 
number of moons capable of supporting life.
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Earth-like

life 

possible

Earth-like life 

impossible

Earth-like life impossible

Earth-like 

life 

impossible





Star System HR 8799











Doppler Ultrasound: 

The use of the Doppler effect in Medicine



Doppler Measurement  51 Pegasus (1995)





Venus Transit



Star System HD189733

Transit                                                                                Eclipse





Star System Kepler 11





Kepler’s Third Law (1619): Quantitative Relation 

between orbital period p and average distance a:

p² proportional to a³





Doppler velocity measurement 70 Virginis: 

highly eccentric planetary orbit 





Orientation of a planetary plane relative to an observer on 

Earth matters for Doppler effect







Star System Kepler 11





System: Kepler 10b







Summary of

Orbital Parameters









Are these 

planets 

habitable?

The fantasy part












